Konflik Tanah Di Desa Tubanan Kecamatan Tandes Surabaya
1973-1995

Abstrak:

Conflict of land in the village district Tubanan Tandes Surabaya 1973 to 1995, is one of a series of events struggle to meet urban infrastructure space in the administration of Mayor Soekotjo. The conflict began in 1973 with the acquisition of land which was originally to importance countries, lack of socialization government against villagers Tubanan through a plan of development projects in the western city suffered various acts of rejection some villagers. This situation has a negative impact Soekotjo achieve the original goal of becoming the mayor of the second largest city in Indonesia and urban Indamardi, adverse events facing the problems of the stability of the city government of the conflict. Due to the prolonged conflict in the village land, the mega projects being developed in the villages affected by the Tubanan stalled development in the village. Townspeople who should get the right protection and comfort turns into parties exploited their comfort right from Surabaya City Government.
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